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7. The Pride of Leadership

a. I’ve prepared this series of
Presentations because I feel certain
that Government Leadership must feel
very proud of its actions regarding
these united States of America and the
people thereof.  And since I am certain
they are proud, I feel that all
Americans should look at the actions of
Leadership and stand in judgment of
those actions, policies and decisions.

8. We Learned S1
a. Early on we learned that the

Mainstream Media is part and parcel to
deceiving the American people.  Thus,
I have given them the name
Mainstream Misleadia.  

b. Also failing to keep the American
people truthfully informed is Public
Schools, Leadership, and all corporate
religions.

9. We Learned S2
a. We learned that all major religions are

501(c)(3) tax exempt corporations who
have chosen to subject themselves to
“man’s law”, which results in



abandonment of “God’s Law”.  Can we
visualize Walmart representing God?

b. We learned that a new “public sector
plantation” has been created,
populated with economically obligated
Slaves.

10. We Learned S3
a. We learned that with the passage of

the Emergency Banking Relief Act
under War and Emergency Powers in
1933, the Union States became
occupied by the United States as
evident by the U.S. Flag being moved
to fly above the State Flags on the
same pole.

b. Also learned that we cannot predict
how criminal Leadership will be.

11. We Learned S4
a. We learned that whenever we speak of

“Government”, we are actually
speaking of “Leadership” since all
Government policy and actions are
their responsibility.

b. We learned that the source of
government criminality is, of course,
Leadership. 

c. We learned that a country in Debt
cannot be sovereign (in control of its
own affairs).

12. We Learned S5
a. We learned that three City States are

responsible for the criminality of
Government, they are: 1) The Vatican;
2) The City of London (also known as
the Inner City of London – Not to be
confused with London); 3) Washington,
District of Columbia.  All three are
corporations.

13. We Learned S6
a. We learned that the City of London is

the center of western finance policy
and control.  That the Vatican claims
itself to be the Trustee of the Global
Estate Trust (their own creation) and
in their view, places them above all
other Law and City States, making the
Vatican responsible for oversight of the
criminality of United States and other

Governments.

14. We Learned S7
a. And we learned that Washington,

District of Columbia provides the
military (necessary force and violence)
needed to compel other countries to
the will of the three City States. 

b. We’ve learned that the Vatican has, for
a very long time, allowed the Banking
Elite, the creditor of the U.S., to direct
and control U.S. Leadership.

15. We Learned S8
a. We learned that when the Banking

Elite finance both sides in a conflict
(war), their goal isn’t to control the
conflict, it is to control the Debt that
the conflict produces.  By controlling
the Debt, they control everything.  And
this is the very essence of the Banking
Industry, to make us all, whether we
be individuals or countries, SLAVES TO
DEBT!

16. We Learned S9
a. We’ve learned that we Americans are a

Surety, that is a person responsible for
the Debt’s of someone else, in this
case, the United States, Inc.  As such,
our productivity, for our entire lives, is
subject to confiscation through taxes
to pay on an ever increasing debt, a
debt that will, and is, destroying our
economy.  And the children we purport
to love, face the same.

17. We Learned S10
a. We learned that in 1822, the Catholic

Church entered into a treaty (the
Treaty of Verona) with the King of
England, in which it was declared that
“self government” as practiced in the
United States for example, is
incompatible with both the Monarchical
Rule of the King and with Papal
Authority (the Authority of the Pope
over the Globe).  And further, that the
High Contracting Authorities would act
to prevent “self governance” from
survival wherever it may surface.



18. We Learned S11
a. We learned that the United States was

in Debt at its birth, and remained in
Debt except for a brief period of time
beginning in the Administration of
Andrew Jackson, and ending at the
Civil War.

b. We learned that England’s Bankers
were instrumental in engineering the
Civil War.

c. We’ve learned that the Federal Reserve
Bank is privately owned, that’s there is
nothing “Federal” about it.

19. We Learned S12
a. We learned that Unidroit is the

International Institute for the
Unification of Private Law, the owner of
the Uniform Commercial code, and a
subsidiary of the Catholic Church.

b. We’ve learned that there are at least
three “United States” defined in law,
and that the location of “The United
States” (corporate) is Washington,
District of Columbia.

20. We Learned S13
a. We learned that the Constitution

mandates that a “republican form of
Government” be maintained in all
States of the Union.  And we learned
that we will not find a definition for
“republican form of government in any
school text books.

b. We learned from Bouvier’s Law
Dictionary that the source of United
States authority is as follows in the
next three slides.

21. Source of U.S. Authority S1
a. "It has been justly thought a matter of

importance to determine from what
source the United States derives its
authority... The question here
proposed is whether our bond of union
is a compact entered into by the
states, or whether the Constitution is
an organic law established by the
People.  To this we answer: 'We the
People... ordain and establish this
Constitution'... [>>>]

22. Source of U.S. Authority S2
a. “The government of the state had only

delegated power (from the People) and
even if they had an inclination, they
had no authority to transfer the
authority of the Sovereign People.  The
people in their capacity as Sovereigns
made and adopted the Constitution;
and it binds the state governments
without the state's consent.

23. Source of U.S. Authority S3
a. “The United States, as a whole,

therefore, emanates from the People
and not from the states, and the
Constitution and the laws of the states,
whether made before or since the
adoption of that Constitution of the
United States, are subordinate to the
United States Constitution and the
laws made in pursuance of it." –
Bouvier's 14th Edition Law Dictionary
(citing 4 Wheat 402)

24. We Learned S14
a. We learned that, in the republic, we

cannot confer a power or authority we
DO NOT posses, because we are equal
in the eyes of the law.  Meaning we all
have equal powers and authorities.  If I
do not have the authority to go into
your wallet, take out money and give it
to whomever I feel is needy, then I
cannot confer that power upon
government or Leadership.  And that is
why Leadership needs a contract which
they acquire fraudulently via deception
of the people!

25. We Learned S15
a. We’ve learned that visible Leadership

is the people we elect and that
invisible Leadership is the Banking
Elite to whom the National Debt is
owed. 

b. We’ve learned that Visible Leadership
does only what the Invisible Leadership
wants done or they may be
assassinated, Congressman Louis T.
McFadden and President John Kennedy
for example.



26. We Learned S16
a. The first loan of money America

received was from the English Bankers,
by and through the English
Government.  And that the collateral
for this loan was all the property held
by the Federal Government.  And when
Congress failed to renew the Charter
for the First National Bank of America,
where the titles to the collateral
property were kept, England attacked
the U.S.  Thus, the War of 1812.

27. We Learned S17
a. From this we learned the power and

authority held by the Banking Elite,
which controlled English Leadership
and required the 1812 military attack
on the U.S.  Thus, the military of a
country in Debt is truly the military of
the Banking Elite to whom the National
Debt is owed.  It is not the military of
the United States or any country in
Debt!

28. We Learned S18
a. We learned there was a

13th-Amendment,   properly ratified,
that was not implemented by
Leadership.  This amendment
prevented Titles of Nobility from
holding public office.  Thus, this
Amendment would have prevented
Attorney’s from holding public office. 
It was replaced with the
13th-Amendment which freed the
Slaves.

29. We Learned S19
a. That the 14-Amendment created a new

class of lowercase “c” citizen that is not
equivalent or equal to uppercase “C”
Citizen in the organic Constitution.  We
learned the 14th-Amendment citizen is
subject to the un-constitutional law of
the District of Columbia.  And that
White people did not have this citizen
status until joining Social Security in
the 1930’s.

30. We Learned S20

a. What we did not learn was that the
14th-Amendment was not properly
ratified. 

b. We learned that the Constitution did
not create a country, it formed a
Union, a Union of several independent
Nation States.  Actually, the
Constitution is a contract creating a
Government Services Entity, the
Federal Government with some very
narrowly defined responsibilities to the
people.

31. We Learned S21
a. That when dealing with criminal

Leadership a State cannot quit a Union
it voluntarily joined, lest it be attacked
by the Federal “staff” (the United
States).

b. We learned that Washington, D.C. is
not part of the Union, it is not
inclusive, it is exclusive, a foreign
jurisdiction to the republic of these
united States of America.

32. We Learned S22
a. That Lincoln declared Martial Law and

forced Northern Congressional
Delegates back into session. 
Therefore, congress was not setting as
a Constitutionally empowered
legislative body.  Congress was
essentially a hostage of President
Lincoln and his will.  Lincoln was
assassinated before ending Martial Law
and no President since has ended it,
thus the situation persists to this day. 
Congress is still not Constitutionally
seated.

33. We Learned S23
a. In 1871, the loan from the Civil War 

period was due and payable, but U.S.
Leadership failed to pay, thus, there
was a default on the loan.  This
resulted in England taking title to the
collateral, all the property held by the
Federal Government.  This included
Washington, District of Columbia.
England then incorporated Washington,
D.C., thus was born the corporate
United States! The media never



informed Americans. 

34. We Learned S24
a. We have eventually came to realize

that “The United States” is a British
owned corporation.  Congress is now
setting as the Board of Directors of this
corporation, and the individual we
think of as President of the United
States, is actually the Chief Executive
Officer (CEO) of this corporation that
we now know as “The United States,
Inc.”

35. We Learned S25
a. The Debt didn’t go-away, however, it

defaulted to the Union states and was
due and payable in 1909.  Once again
Leadership defaulted, failing to pay.  A
20-year time extension was requested
and granted with stipulations.  One
stipulation brought into existence the
Federal Reserve Bank in 1913. 

36. A Thought
a. It appears to me that a good case

could be made due to the fact that
Congress was not and is not
Constitutionally seated, and as such,
does not represent the living people of
these united States of America.  Since
1871, Congress, as Board of Directors
of the United States, Inc., has
represented the interests of the
creditor of the U.S., the Banking Elite,
and not the people!  How could they
responsibly pay a bill when they are
controlled?

37. We Learned S26
a. We learned that for 20-years, America

had a party that continued on through
the roaring twenty’s.  

b. We learned that Government passed
the 18th-Amendment, prohibiting the
manufacture and sale of alcoholic
beverages.  By virtue of banning
something the people want, Leadership
learned how to create “organized
crime.”  The same is now the case with
drugs.  Leadership creates the problem
and then bills themselves as the only

solution to protecting the people from
the Boogey Man.

38. We Learned S27
a. Twenty years after 1909 the Debt was

again due and payable, the
Congressional Board of Directors of the
British owned corporation, doing
business as The United States, Inc.,
again failed to pay the bill.  Enter the
stock market crash of October 29,
1929.

b. We learned that the Federal Reserve
Bank Board of New York informed
President Hoover that an BANKING
EMERGENCY now exists.

39. We Learned S28
a. We learned that the Banking

Emergency was the result of people
withdrawing some of their deposited
gold to make ends meet in the
economic depression engineered by the
Banking Elite, and that the banks did
not have sufficient gold reserves to
meet the demands of depositors. 
Where did the gold go?  No one seems
to know.  

40. We Learned S29
a. The Gold was never returned to the

people who deposited it.  In effect, the
Federal Reserve Banks were a thief
created by Congress, functioning as
the Board of Directors of a British
owned corporation doing business as
the United States, Inc., and acting in
the interest of the Banking Elite and
not the people of the United States.

41. We Learned S30
a. President Franklin Roosevelt ask the

Board of Directors of the British owned
corporation (Congress), for “broad
executive power to wage a war against
the Emergency (like waging a war
against terrorism or drugs).  As great
as the power that would be given to
me if we were in fact invaded by a
foreign foe.”  And Congress granted
him WAR & EMERGENCY POWERS!



42. We Learned S31
a. That 5-days into the Roosevelt

Administra-tion (March 9 1933), the
Banking Relief Act was passed, which
contained the language of the Trading
with the Enemy Act of October 6,
1917.  

b. That the Trading with the Enemy Act
excluded domestic transactions and
U.S. citizens from the operation of the
law.

43. We Learned S32
a. But then we learned that the Banking

Relief Act amended the exclusionary
language just mentioned, to read: “by
all person’s living within the United
States or Subject to the jurisdiction
thereof.”   Since U.S. citizens live
within the United States and/or are
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, they
just became an identified enemy of the
United States, having had the
language of an Act of War applied
against them!

44. We Learned S33
a. That this change of status was NOT

reported by the mainstream misleadia,
and so we remained ignorant of our
change of status for a very long period
of time.

b. We learned that the language of the
Trading with the Enemy Act gave
Leadership total authoritarian control
over the commercial activities of an
identified enemy, which now included
U.S. citizens.  And with that, they lost
a mountain of freedom.

45. We Learned S34
a. We learned that from 1933 on, it has

only been necessary for Leadership to
convert all of our normal and regular
activities into a commercial activity in
order to regulate us in everything we
do.  Since all activities became
commercial, the law of the republic
(the common law) was set aside to  be
replaced by the Uniform Commercial
Code, a private copyrighted law owned
by the Catholic Church via Unidroit.

46. We Learned S35
a. We learned that U.S. citizens became

the surety, that is the people
responsible for the paying the debts of
the British owned corporation doing
business as “The United States, Inc.” 
As such, our productivity for our entire
life, and that of our children, are
subject to taking at the will of the
Congressional Board of Directors of
said British owned corporation, “The
United States, Inc.”  A monumental
criminal Fraud committed via
deception.

47. We Learned S36
a. We learned that Leadership always

creates the Emergency, then bills itself
as the only solution.

b. We learned that the red/white/blue
flag of the U.S. began flying above
State flags on the same pole as
evidence of U.S. occupation under WAR
& EMERGENCY POWERS.  Before the
Banking Relief Act, they flew on
separate poles at the same height.

48. We Learned S37
a. We learned that Washington, District of

Columbia, is not inside the republic, it
is outside, it is a foreign jurisdiction
where, according to Constitutional
Language, Congress has “exclusive
legislative authority”, meaning they
can pass any unconstitutional law they
wish for this jurisdiction.

49. We Learned S38
a. We learned that proposed

Congressional legislation has
identifiers, for the House it might be
HR1234, and for the Senate, it might
be SR5678.  The “R” in the identifier
stands for “Resolution”, which is a
corporation RULE, not law of the
republic.  Therefore, Congress has not
pass any LAW for living Americans
since before the martial law of Lincoln
in 1862.  It’s all one big criminal fraud,
via deception!



50. We Learned S39
a. We learned that legislated LAW of the

republic has only an “H” for the House
of Representatives, and an “S” for the
Senate.  

b. We learned that our U.S. (District of
Columbia) citizen status came with
joining Social Security, but this
contract lacks full disclosure, making it
void ab-initio (from the beginning).  As
one would expect when committing
criminal FRAUD via DECEPTION!

51. We Learned S40
a. There are six elements to a valid

contract or the contract is void ab initio
(from the beginning).  They are: 1)
Offer by a person qualified to make the
contract.  2) Accep-tance by party
qualified to make and accept the
contract. 3) Bargain or agreement and
full disclosure and complete
understanding by both parties. [>>>]

52. We Learned S41
a. 4) Consideration given.  5) Must have

the element of time to make the
contract lawful.  6) Both parties must
be sui juris; that is, of lawful age,
usually 21 years old. – Law of
Contracts by John Calamari and Joseph
Perillo.  Lacking full disclosure, almost
every contract Government claims is
not valid.

53. We Learned S42
a. In 1940 the Buck Act was passed,

paving the way for States to become
incorporated under the laws of the
United States, Inc. (the District).  From
that we get the STATE OF MAINE,
STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA, STATE
OF VIRGINIA, STATE OF YOUNAMEIT,
corporate State franchises, all deriving
their existence in the laws of the
corporate United States and subject to
its un-constitutional regulatory
dictates.  All with Corporate Rules, not
law.

54. We Learned S43
a. After the States incorporated, it

became possible for the Counties to
incorporate under the corporate State. 
Thus we get the COUNTY OF ORANGE,
COUNTY OF BUTTE, COUNTY OF NEW
YORK, COUNTY OF YOUNAMEIT, all
corporations with Corporate Rules, not
law.

55. We Learned S44
a. And on the heels of that, the cities

began to incorporate.  Thus we have
the CITY OF LOS ANGELES, CITY OF
DETROIT, CITY OF YUBA CITY, CITY OF
RENO, CITY OF LAS VEGAS, CITY OF
YOUNAMEIT, all corporations, with
Corporate Rules, not Law.

56. We Learned S45
a. All Corporation Rules that Leadership

and their minions like to call law, but is
not law, are applicable only through
contract.  The 1943 Supreme Court
Decision (318 U.S. 363) ruled that
when Government does business with
its citizens, it looses its sovereignty
status, becoming no different than a
private corporation, taking on the
character of a mere private person.

57. We Learned S46
a. Translated into English, what this

means is that when Government deals
in “private commercial paper” (Federal
Reserve Notes) in doing business with
its citizens, it acquires the same
burden as a private corporation. 
Meaning that Government must be the
holder in due course of a contract or
commercial agreement with the
individual upon whom demands are
made!

58. We Learned the Separation of Powers was
Destroyed with this Language - S47
a. “Section 1.  The actions, regulations,

rules, licenses, orders and
proclamations heretofore or hereafter
taken, promulgated, made, or issued
by the President of the United States
or the Secretary of the Treasury since
March 4, 1933 pursuant to the
authority conferred by subdivision (b)



of section 5 of the Act of October 6,
1917, as amended, are hereby
approved and confirmed.” - Banking
Relief Act of March 9, 1933

59. We Learned S48
a. Prior approval to any Proclamation or

Executive Order of the President
makes the President a dictator.  But
the same power is given the Secretary
of Treasury, which, in this case, does
not refer to the U.S. Secretary of
Treasury, it refers to the Secretary of
Treasury of Puerto Rico, who is the
“receiver” of the bankrupt United
States, Inc.

60. We Learned S49
a. That the currency (Federal Reserve

Notes) are issued upon the deposit of
a) Public Debt, or b) Private Debt. 
Therefore, it is a debt currency and
you cannot pay a debt with a debt. 
HJR192 (House Joint Resolution)
makes this point.  You can only
discharge a debt, you cannot pay a
debt, and if you cannot pay a debt, you
cannot own anything!

61. We Learned S50
a. "Under the new law the money is

issued to the banks in return for
Government obligations, bills of
exchange, drafts, notes, trade
acceptances, and banker's
acceptances.  The money will be worth
100 cents on the dollar, because it is
backed by the credit of the Nation.  It
will represent a mortgage on all the
homes and other property of all the
people in the Nation." - Congressional
record, March 9, 1933, House,
Congressman Patman, 73rd Congress,
Special Session, Volume 77, part 1,
page 83.

62. We Learned S51
a. AND: "The ultimate ownership of all

property is in the state, individual
so-called ownership is only by virtue of
Government, i.e. law, amounting to
mere user.  And use must be in

accordance with law and subordinate to
the necessities of the State." – Senate
Document 43, under Contracts Payable
in Gold.  The term “State” refers to
Washington, D.C.

63. We Learned S52
a. That if we check Dun & Bradstreet, an

online service listing publically traded
for profit entities, we will find that
every Office, Agency, Bureau and
Department of the U.S. Government is
publically traded for profit.  Federal,
State, County, City!

b. This, in turn, creates an irreconcilable
conflict of interest between the
fiduciary obligation and an obligation to
an investor.

64. We Learned S53
a. Once we comprehend the conflict of

interest and the vast sums of money
we are talking about, it comes as no
surprise that Government Leadership
will go into Criminal Overdrive to
protect this scam, stealing the
American people’s productivity is how
Government Leadership continues to
operate in bankruptcy while
mismanaging all financial resources.

65. We Learned S54
a. Being obligated to an investor prevents

the whole of Government from being
UN-BIASED.  Every decision they make
must put the investor first!  Therefore,
Government Agents at all levels will
make decisions as necessary to protect
the interests of the investor.

66. We Learned S55
a. In 1863, Lincoln was forced to

bankrupt the original Trust
Management Company doing business
as The United States. This was
followed by years of bankruptcy
reorganization, historically known as
“reconstruction”.  The upshot of this
was a new Trust Management
Organization which was to be known as
the United States of America, Inc. 
Undoubtedly these names are chosen



to confuse, deceive, and defraud the
people of the United States.

67. We Learned S56
a. This new Trust Management entity was

incorporated by the Catholic Church,
doing business as the United States of
America, Inc.  This is not to be
confused with “The United States,
Inc.”, the British owned corporation of
1871. This TRUST operated under the
support and oversight of the Catholic
Church from the end of Reconstruction
(~1877) to 1914 when this TRUST was
purchased by a consortium of banks,
doing business as the Federal Reserve.

68. We Learned S57
a. When the Bankers took control of the

United States of America, Inc. trust,
they began devaluation of the dollar. 
As a result, the dollar lost purchasing
power through devaluation.  Today, the
one-dollar Federal Reserve Note has
2.719 cents the purchasing power it
did in 1962.  Thus a job that paid $
2.25 an hour in 1962 would pay
$82.74 an hour today (2016) and have
the same purchasing power if that
wage had kept pace with the
engineered devaluation of the dollar.

69. We Learned S58
a. "Money.  In the usual and ordinary

acceptation it means coins and paper
currency used as circulating medium of
exchange, and does not embrace
notes, bonds, evidences of debt, or
other personal or real estate." - Blacks
Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition .1

b. – 1 Note: This definition cannot be found in
Black’s Seventh or Eighth edition dictionary.

70. We Learned S59
a. In the definition of “Money” we see

that “Notes” as in “Federal Reserve
Notes” are not money! Each year,
Leadership borrows, from the Banking
Elite (Federal Reserve Bank), the
money needed to run the Government
for another year, and this includes the

money needed to pay the interest on
the existing debt. Thus, the American
people, who are responsible for the
payment of the debt, have been
converted into economic slaves!

71. We Learned S60
a. As the United States of America, Inc.

[the National Trust] was being
prepared for bankruptcy by President
Franklin Roosevelt, agents throughout
Congress and the individual states of
the Union rushed through a process of
“registering franchises”.  The
franchises were the STATE OF
YOUNAMEIT.  Also created were foreign
situs trusts, named after every living
American.  This “trust” is seen in
spelling your name in all capital letters.

72. Two Days Into the Roosevelt
Administration, We Learned S61
a. At the March 6, 1933, Conference of

Governors meeting, the Governors —
merely corporate officers of franchises
of the bankrupt United States of
America, Inc.  — pledged the “good
faith and credit” of “their States and
the citizenry thereof” to stand as
sureties for the debts of the United
States of America, Inc. during its
bankruptcy reorganization, which is
still going on.

73. We Learned S62
a. Because we have been identified as an

Enemy of the United States, which
resulted in total authoritarian control of
our commercial activities, we cannot
even work to feed and house our
families without Government
permission.

b. Knowing our Visible Leadership is
controlled by the Creditor of the United
States, the Banking Elite, their vote on
Legislation is also controlled.

74. We Learned S63
a. Because Congress is sitting as the

Board of Directors of a British owned
corporation doing business as “The
United States, Inc.”, they are only able



to legislate Corporation Rules, NOT
LAW.  And corporation rules, which is
virtually all there is today, is applicable
only through contract.  (Read about
the Clearfield decision of the U.S.
Supreme Court – 318 U.S. 363)

75. We Learned S64
a. We learned that Social Security is

voluntary, otherwise is would be
illegal.  And we learned that Social
Security is the source of our
conversion into a Trust and
Transmitting Utility (a Legal Fiction).

b. We’ve learned that  the word “person”
is a corporation, and we do not want to
go into court allowing ourselves to be
referred to as a “person.”

76. We Learned S65
a. We learned that Legal Fictions, like

corporations and Trust and
Transmitting Utilities, are a “person”,
more specifically, a “dead person”. 
And there is nothing that a living man
or woman of the land who bleeds, can
do to harm a dead person!  Bleeding is
evidence of life, of living.

77. We Learned S66
a. Do Police know the criminality

presented in this series?  Maybe not,
probably not.  They too often use their
misconceptions as an excuse when
unjustifiably killing an American, using
their canned excuse – “I feared for my
life”, WHILE ENFORCING
UNCONSTITUTIONAL  CORPORATION
RULES!  -- Applicable only through
contract!

78. We Learned S67
a. That contracts must have full

disclosure or they are void from the
beginning.  Further, we learned that
virtually all contracts with Government
lack full disclosure.  For example, when
you join Social Security you are not
informed that you will be subjecting
yourself to the corporation rules of the
District of Columbia, a jurisdiction,
foreign to the republic of these united

States of America.

79. We Learned S68
a. We learned that the law of the republic

is the Common Law.  And the Common
Law requires an injured party in order
to initiate an action in court.  To  have
STANDING to bring an action in court,
the plaintiff must allege the violation of
a legal right, leading to injury, fairly
traceable to the defendant, and likely
to be redress by a favorable ruling of
the court.

80. We Learned S69
a. That virtually every action by corporate

Government lacks standing.  That’s
why they bring you into a bankruptcy
court (which is all courts), and apply
unconstitutional corporation rules
against you, using private copyrighted
law, the Uniform Commercial Code,
property of the Catholic Church via
their corporate subsidiary, Unidroit.

81. We Learned S70
a. We learned that all courts displaying a

red-white-blue flag with a gold fringe
are bankruptcy courts of the British
owned corporation doing business as
“The United States, Inc.”  Remember,
it is your productivity that is
supporting this British owned
corporation in bankruptcy.

82. We Learned S71
a. We’ve learned that there is a United

States that includes, Guam, Wake,
Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico, and other
insular States, but no Union States. 
This “United States” is sometimes
referred to as “The United States –
minor”. 

b. The “United States citizen” was created
in the 14th-Amendment in 1868, and
is a second class of citizenship.

83. We Learned S72
a. As Congress was secretively using the

labor and the private property assets
of these newly created “citizens” as
collateral backing the corporate debts



of “The United States of America, Inc.”
there was good reason to keep this
criminal fraud a secret from the
people.  In effect, Leadership changed
private slave ownership to public slave
ownership at the end of the Civil War.

84. We Learned S73
a. We’ve learned to recognize criminal

fraud when we see a defendant who
has not harmed anyone, yet is in court. 
Where is the evidence that corporation
rules apply?

b. “War Is A Racket” – On this subject we
heard the testimony of Marine – Major
General Smedly Butler [>>>]

85. We Learned S74
a. “I spent 33 years and four months in

active military service and during that
period I spent most of my time as a
high class muscle man for Big
Business, for Wall Street and the
bankers.  In short, I was a racketeer, a
gangster for capitalism.  I helped make
Mexico and especially Tampico safe for
American oil interests in 1914.  [>>>]

86. We Learned S75
a. “I helped make Haiti and Cuba a

decent place for the National City Bank
boys to collect revenues in.  I helped in
the raping of half a dozen Central
America Republics for the benefit of
Wall Street.  I helped purify Nicaragua
for the International Banking House of
Brown Brothers in 1902–1912.  [>>>]

87. We Learned S76
a. “I brought light to the Dominican

Republic for the American sugar
interests in 1916.  I helped make
Honduras right for the American fruit
companies in 1903.  In China in 1927 I
helped see to it that Standard Oil went
on its way unmolested. Looking back
on it, I might have given Al Capone a
few hints.  [>>>]

88. We Learned S77
a. “The best he [Gangster Al Capone]

could do was to operate his racket in

three districts.  I operated on three
continents.” –  War is a Racket by
Marine Major General Smedley Butler. 
As one can easily see, our military has
been used by the Banking Elite to help
the rich, get richer for a very long
time.  The point is that it’s not our
military, it’s the military of the Banking
Elite!

89. We Learned S78
a. We examined the lies of Leadership,

listed here in brevity.
b. The attack on Pearl Harbor was

engineered by Leadership, and known
about in Washington, D.C. prior to
execution because Washington code
breakers had broken Japan’s military
code which revealed the pending
attack.  Leadership intentionally failed
to notify Pacific Command and let the
attack be a surprise.  In this, over
2,000 American lives were lost.

90. We Learned S79
a. From Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbor,

we learned an important lesson, that it
is a tactic of Leadership to push a
group of people into an act of violence,
so that Leadership has legal
justification to take the violent action it
decides is appropriate, and that is what
Leadership is doing to the American
people at this date in history.

91. We Learned S80
a. We learned that Congressman

Lindbergh wrote a book titled, YOUR
COUNTRY AT WAR and What Happens
to You After War.  That President
Roosevelt read the book as soon as it
was available, an ordered all available
copies confiscated.  In carrying out
that order, the printing plates were
destroyed for two of Lindbergh’s books,
flushing the 1st-Amenement down the
sewer.

92. We Learned S81
a. The next Leadership lie we examined

was the dropping of Nuclear Bombs on
Japan. Americans were told, by their



elected Leadership, that dropping the
nuclear bombs on Nagasaki and
Hiroshima was necessary to prevent a
million American casualties. Setting in
attendance of a White House Meeting
we hear: [>>>]

93. We Learned S82
a. [Secretary of State Edward] "Stettinius

called the meeting to order to discuss
an urgent matter; the Japanese were
already privately suing for peace,
which presented a grave crisis. The
atomic bomb would not be ready for
several more months. ‘We have
already lost Germany,’ Stettinius said.
‘If Japan bows out, we will not have a
live population on which to test the
bomb.’" - The Secret History of the
Atomic Bomb; Mullins, June 1998

94. We Learned S83
a. From this we learned a lot about

Leadership, that its O-K to kill a
hundred-thousand plus
men-women-children, in order to run a
test.  And from this we can see the
value that human life has in the eyes
of Leadership, and it’s been this way
through Administration after
Administration with very few
exceptions!

95. We Learned S84
a. Next, we came to the Gulf of Tonkin

lie.  Leadership told us that North
Vietnam had attack an innocent
American Naval Vessel in neutral
waters.  There were two reported
attacks, the first actually occurred
when North Vietnam was under attack
by the South Vietnamese Navy and
Laotian Air Force.  The second attack
never occurred.

96. We Learned S85
a. In the first attack, the U.S.S. Maddox

was in North Vietnam waters, engaged
in aggressive intelligence gathering. 
So the attack by North Vietnam was
justified.  However, it was the claim of
a second attack, which did not occur,

on which the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution
was passed, escalating the Vietnam
war.  Dead are two-million Vietnamese,
One-Million Laotians, One-Million
Cambodians, and 56,000 Americans.  

97. We Learned S86
a. AND FOR WHAT?  It certainly wasn’t

freedom.  We’re more enslaved now
than we were then.  Question, do we
American’s pay taxes to have our
freedoms maintained and enhanced,
or, do we pay taxes to have our
freedoms taken away at every turn of
a corner or bump in the road. The
point, of course, is that human life
means absolutely nothing to either
visible or invisible Leadership.  It’s all
about money and control!

98. We Learned S87
a. The next Leadership Lie we examined

was the events at Waco, Texas.  A
small religious community, that had
been surviving there since 1935 was
attacked by the Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, & Firearms.  Four
Government agents were killed, three
with accurately place head shots, and
one shot in the heart.  Suspiciously
expert shooting.

99. We Learned S88
a. On April 19, 1993, elements of the

British owned corporation, doing
business as the “United States, Inc.”,
used military weapons (a tank), and
chemicals, and incendiary devices, and
snipers, and explosives, to end the
lives of 80-plus Americans who, until
attacked, had never harmed anyone,
and probably not even after attacked. 
Around 20 of the dead were children.

100. We Learned S89
a. Before Waco, there was the bombing of

the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building,
in Oklahoma City.  From the analysis of
General Benton K. Partin (retired) a
chemical engineer, working in
explosive development during his
military career, we read:  



101. We Learned S90
a. "The media and the Executive branch

reported that the sole source of the
devastation was a single truck bomb
consisting of 4,800 pounds of
ammonium nitrate, transported to the
location in a Ryder Truck and parked in
front of the building.  It is impossible
that the destruction to the building
could have resulted from such a bomb
alone.” – Partin

102. We Learned S91
a. And as we read the analysis of General

Partin (available on-line), we come to
agree with him.  And when we reach
that point of agreement, we realize
that there was an inside placement of
explosives that required privileged
access.  Meaning there were accesses
granted that could only have come
from Leadership at some level.

103. We Learned S92
a. We then covered the weapons of mass

destruction lie by the George W. Bush
administration officials.  This lie was
used to attack Iraq and depose its
leader, Saddam Hussein.  What is
generally not known is that the United
States placed him in power. 
Regardless, the assertion of Weapons
of Mass Destruction was a LIE.  And
we’re still there killing people!

104. We Learned S93
a. “Either you are with us, or you are with

the terrorists!” – President George W.
Bush  Well, if we continue to walk
lock-step with United States
Leadership, then we are with the
terrorists!  TERRORISM is easy to
avoid, STOP PARTICIPATING IN IT!  

105. We Learned S94
a. And finally, we come to the events of

September 11, 2001, in which America
was attacked, by somebody, and the
Twin Towers of the World Trade Center
were destroyed, along with Building 7,
a 47 story Skyscraper with no

structural damage.  And the explosion
at the Pentagon, and the alleged crash
of an airliner at Shanksville,
Pennsylvania.

106. We Learned S95
a. In short, the official story of 9-11 is

not believable.  But there is more,
much more, and it would take volumes
to cover it.  In short, there is more
than sufficient evidence to suggest
that this too was a Leadership
Engineered Event, used to pass Patriot
Acts 1 & 2, taking away a mountain of
freedom and liberty from the American
people, and to make them fearful and
afraid.

107. We Learned S96
a. That the spelling of our name will

determine our status.  Whether we are
living men and women of the land with
all our inherent rights, or some form of
“Legal Fiction” (a dead person).  What
we didn’t cover is that we should not
SIGN any document, we “autograph”,
spelling our name in all lowercase
printed letters, with a dash and colon. 
john-quincy: adams

108. Do Not Sign... Autograph
a. We do this because we do not own the

Sur-name, or family name, “adams” in
the previous example.  We own our
Christian name, john-quincy in the
previous example, joined together by a
dash. 

109. We Learned 97
a. That in order to operate in Bankruptcy

and secure the debt owed by the
United States of America, Inc. (the
British owned corporation), maritime
salvage liens have been placed against
every parcel of land, business, man,
woman and child in America.

110. We Learned S98
a. That Leadership/Bankers had us all

declared legally dead, probated our
estate and issued bonds, which were
sold on a Securities and Exchange,



based on the value of our labor and
private property.

b. That Leadership/Bankers have taken
out million-dollar life insurance policies
on all of us!

111. We Learned S99
a. That at the same time, Leadership

converted all our private bank accounts
to the ownership of the ESTATE trust
they created “in our name” and moved
the ESTATE offshore to Puerto Rico
where you and your assets supposedly
came under the foreign maritime
jurisdiction of the United States of
America (Minor).

112. We Learned S100
a. We learned that the Leadership of a

country in debt cannot and does not
represent the people, nor the will of
the people.

113. Speculation
a. Now I leave behind our review of what

we have learned, and speculate on
what I see coming.  Maybe I’m wrong,
I hope I am.  Much of this speculation
will depend on the American people
and how proactive they become.  If
they become sufficiently proactive,
much of what I see coming can be
avoided.

114. Speculation 02
a. Clearly, the economy is not recovering,

it will fail, as engineered by the
Banking Elite.  Thus the need for a
WAR.  A war is a standard practice
tactic of Leadership to distract the
population, but the American people
are beginning to get wise to the, as of
late, false flag (Leadership Engineered)
events.  As such, I believe that
Leadership can see the handwriting on
the wall.

115. Speculation 03
a. Leadership needs a STAGGERING

EVENT.  An event so horrific in loss of
life that American’s will not believe
that Leadership could be so calloused,

so uncaring, so desperate.  But… Are
we still that handicapped in our
thinking?  Especially when we consider
the loss of life thus far… Pearl Harbor,
Bombing the Federal Building in
Oklahoma City, Vietnam, Iraq, 9/11,
etc.

116. False Flag Event Defined
a. FALSE FLAG EVENT:  A horrific, staged,

event – blamed on a political enemy
and used as a pretext to start a WAR
and/or enact draconian laws in the
name of NATIONAL SECURITY.

b. They can be done domestically to
manipulate the American  people, or be
done abroad to provoke or possibly
deceive another country.  And we have
done it repeatedly, both at home and
abroad.

117. Speculation 04
a. "The individual is handicapped by

coming face-to-face with a conspiracy
so monstrous he cannot believe it
exists. The American mind simply has
not come to a realization of the evil
which has been introduced into our
midst.  It rejects even the assumption
that human creatures could espouse a
philosophy which must ultimately
destroy all that is good and decent." -
J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI
from 1924 to 1972.   Are we this
handicapped?

118. Speculation 05
a. YES, it’s a tough bridge to cross, to

realize that we have elected
psychopaths to high office.  But we
have to deal with the reality. 
Leadership is currently pushing for a
War at several pressure points.  There
is Syria of course.  Then there is Iran. 
There is Libya.  There is Afghanistan. 
There is the Ukraine.  There is North
Korea.  And lately, we are lining up
with China via the Philippines.  



119. Speculation 06
a. Some of these antagonisms will involve

Russia.  And we are not the only ones
with weapons of Technology.  In some
cases, our weapons don’t work as well
as theirs.  This leads to the possibility
that the United States may end up
losing a conventional war.  If so, I
strongly suspect Leadership will take it
Nuclear.  If so, there will be NO
TOMORROWS!

120. Manipulating our Minds
a. “Sandy Hook has become colloquially

known as the Sandy Hook Hoax or
Sandy Hoax, the first false flag in
recent history to be exposed as an
entirely fabricated event, replete with
a fake setting (a fake school) and fake
victims. It marks the first in a series of
false flag hoaxes where fake victims
and fake victims’ families (crisis
actors) have been used. [>>>]

121. Government is Using Actors
a. “Since the majority of people still

cannot fathom that Sandy Hook was a
staged event, the template of using
crisis actors has been used again and
again (e.g. at the Boston Marathon).” –
http://www.activistpost.com/2015/12/
33-unanswered-questions-on-
sandy-hooks-3rd-anniversary.html

122. Do Not be Surprised How Far Government
Leadership Will Go
a. Yes, the Boston Marathon Bombing was

also a false flag (read staged) event as
well.  The problem is that Americans
are getting smarter and not buying the
lies these staged events are supposed
to convey.  Thus, Leadership will likely
go into overdrive and engineer
real-life-ending-events to manipulate
the minds of the American people. 
Which leads into another topic.

123. Individual Mind Control
a. The issue of individual mind control is

of great importance.  Government has
made significant advances in
controlling the minds of individuals,

and what this does is to bring into
question every single event.  Once you
know how advanced Government is in
the arena of individual mind control,
you will begin to question every single,
seemingly unexplainable tragedy.

124. Seemingly Questionable Shootings
a. Examples would be the Columbine

School Shooting, Theater Shooting in
Aurora, Colorado, Washington Navy
Yard Shooting, University of Texas
Shooting (Charles Whitman), Robert
Kennedy’s assassination, the case of
Laurie Dann in Illinois, Zodiac Killer,
San Bernardino shooting, Christopher
Sean Harper-Mercer, Mohammod
Youssuf Abdulazeez, and others.

125. TransFormation of America
a. To get an informed overview of

Leadership’s advanced use of mind
control, one may wish to read
TransFormation of America, by Kathy
O’Brien and Marquart Phillips.  Kathy
was placed in the Government mind
control program by her pedophile
father who was facing pedophile
charges that were dropped with the
placement of Kathy.

126. Link
a. Phillips eventually rescued Kathy after

she had become a married adult.  Her
entertainer husband was also her
Government Handler.  The book is on
line at several web-sites.  Here’s one:
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/151102Tra
nsFormation.pdf
You want to know how criminal your
Leadership can be?  This is a good
place to start.

127. Will the Criminality End?
a. Whether or not, this criminality is

ended, depends to a great degree on
whether the American people are
happy being a slave and paying the
bills of a British owned corporation, or
any government other than the
original.



128. Anti-Criminal Government
a. In order to restore Lawful Civil

Authority, it will be necessary to
abandon War & Emergency Powers
Authority, which is invoked by
declaring a WAR ON SOMETHING.  And
right now, the United States has a
number of WARS ON MANY THINGS. 
These phony wars will all have to be
terminated.

129. Exercising Un-Constitutional Power
a. The un-constitutional power being

exercised by Leadership comes from
War & Emergency Powers, by declaring
a WAR on Whatever.  Currently the
United States has a War on Drugs
(President Nixon), War on Poverty
(President Lyndon Johnson), War on
Terrorism (President Bush), War
Against the Banking Emergency
(President Franklin Roosevelt).

130. WAR ON...
a. There is CONFLICT in Iraq (war), there

is CONFLICT (war) in Afghanistan,
there is a War on ISIS, on and on the
list goes.  And if we look into it, all the
EMERGENCIES on which these wars
are based, and the wars themselves,
are terminated by Presidential
Proclamation.  Therefore, it will be up
to the American people to make this a
campaign issue!

131. Anti-Criminal Government
a. By now the reader should have a solid

view of matters.  Conspiracy Theory is
now CRIMINAL CONSPIRACY!  A
criminal conspiracy to economically
enslave the people of the United
States.  To obligate them, and their
productivity throughout their entire
lifetimes.  Remember, we are not
Anti-Government, we are
Anti-Criminal-Government!

132. Acting Appropriately
a. And because the Catholic Church holds

the Global Estate Trust, and holds its
Canon Law above all other law forms, it

has been responsible for the criminal
behavior and activity of numerous
Governments, the United States being
one of them.  It would be fitting for the
Pope to use the influence of the
Catholic Church to end the criminality,
or for Catholics to see the church for
its role in enslaving the people, and act
appropriately.  Change is probably
coming, with, or without the Church.

133. Simple Song of Freedom
a. Come and sing a simple song of

freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Hey there, Mister Black Man can you
hear me?
I don't want your diamonds or your
game
I just want to be, someone known to
you as me
And I will bet my life you want the
same

134. Simple Song of Freedom
a. Come and sing a simple song of

freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Seven hundred million are you
listening?
Most of what you read is made of lies
But speaking one to one, 
ain't it everybody's sun
To wake to in the morning when we
rise?

135. Simple Song of Freedom
a. Come and sing a simple song of

freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Brother Solzhenitsyn are you busy?
If not won’t you drop a friend a line?
Tell me if the man, who is plowing up



your land
has got the war machine upon his
mind

136. Simple Song of Freedom
a. Come and sing a simple song of

freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We, the people here, don't want a war
Now no doubt some folks enjoy doin'
battle
Like presidents, prime ministers and
kings
So let's all build them shelves 
Where they can fight among
themselves
and leave the people be who love to
sing

137. Simple Song of Freedom
a. Come and sing a simple song of

freedom
Sing it like you've never sung before
Let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We the people here, don't want a war
I said let it fill the air
Tell the people everywhere
We the people here, don't want a war
Freedom! - Freedom! - Freedom!

138. Thanks
a. To those of you who have read through

this series, I thank you for caring
about your country, and the lives of
those you love, plus the lives of
innocent people elsewhere, enough to
have made this journey of learning. 
And for those of other countries,
who’ve taken the time to read this
educational series, I hope it has been
of benefit to you as well.

139. Conclusion – 
a. This concludes this series of

presentations.  If you wish to make
criticisms, you may criticize me,
michael-herbert: keehn at
mhkeehn@gmail.com
any other communication may also be

made at the same email address.


